Congress may fail to secure leader of the opposition post again

Ashok Gehlot’s master plan for Uttar Pradesh derails SP, BSP

Chief minister Ashok Gehlot’s son and Congress Jodhpur candidate Ghatlot lost to BJP in Jodhpur assembly seat in 2018. It was a major setback for Gehlot’s political career as he had been instrumental in the Congress party’s victory in the 2018 assembly elections. The Congress party had won 72 seats in the 2018 assembly elections, whereas the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) had won 103 seats. The defeat in Jodhpur seat was the first major defeat for the Congress party in the state assembly elections.

How Opposition failed to stop the Modi wave, despite unity effort

The Congress party, which was considered the main opposition party in India, failed to stop the Modi wave in the 2019 general elections. The BJP won a clear majority in the elections, winning 303 seats in the Lok Sabha, while the Congress party won only 52 seats. The Congress party had focused on the issues of unemployment, corruption, and institutional reforms, but it failed to connect with the voters.

Quietly, relentlessly, RSS worked behind the scenes to power BJP win

For the Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh, the Lok Sabha elections of 2019 were a big win as it not only propelled its ideological agenda, but also helped the party’s performance on national security and on rising regional fronts, but also a sign that its organizational structure was successful in coalescing Hindu votes.

The RSS, the BJP’s ideological parent, has been persistently working behind the scenes to help the party overcome its multi-base polarisation that posed a challenge, especially in the Hindi heartland states that contribute a sizable number of seats to the Lok Sabha.

Senior RSS functionaries said that a government that did not take action on security, policies and on the national affairs generated “distrust.” But it is the BJP’s strategy of using its entire organisational machinery on the ground to work for the party, even though they are not in power, that has won the government’s inclusive policies.”
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The improvement in the BJP vote share, a functionary said, was vindication of the party’s assertion that it is not anti-nationals or anti-Scheduled Castes/Scheduled Tribes as alleged by the opposition. The RSS has been taking an aggressive campaign to drive away the Muslim vote from the BJP, even though they are not in power, that has won the support of the country, which is long overdue. It is a sign that the RSS has moved beyond the agenda of “Bharat, there where all of them have emerged as a high point in the party’s political message was social engineering.”

The RSS cadre also tried to average the upper castes, who were against the ordinance that restored the protections of the SC/ST Act after the Supreme Court banned automatic arrests under it last year. “The results are a sign of waning caste-based politics, which is long overdue. It is a sign that the RSS has moved beyond the agenda of ‘Bharat, there where all of them have emerged as a high point in the party’s political message was social engineering.”

In the middle of last year, Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) president Amit Shah had told an Imphal Times Scatter issue “Yeh bhajapa unse ladega. To the non-Yadav backward castes, the BJP machine spoke of the sawaru, the voice, they had gained in the present dispensation and reminded them of the days of Yadav, the period of microalliances where the RSS lines run deep, that has fragmented the party’s class base. Modi, in his campaign speeches, invoked issues of equity. Modi, in his campaign speeches, invoked issues of equity. Modi, in his campaign speeches, invoked issues of equity. Modi, in his campaign speeches, invoked issues of equity.
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